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Can we monitor the whole network?
Picture by Paul Butler 
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A solution: FriendSensors
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D. Hansen, B. Shneiderman, M. Smith. Analyzing Social Media Networks with NodeXL: Insights from a Connected World 

A solution:!
Friends as Sensors
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Friend ≈ Follower
Followee
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remove
mathematical tricks

and the model holds…

if we sample
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Results:!
Global view (ex post)



Results:!
Early alarms (real time)

Divergence between cumulative incidence curves
as early Alarms



Results:!
how well FriendSensors work?

Google daily
searches

Twitter daily
incidence

FriendSensors
early alarms



Who are the sensors in Twitter?

Yes, they are more
Central



Who are the sensors in Twitter?

Better at transmitting 
than at introducing new 

one



Who are the sensors in Twitter?

Higher 
activity

Greater 
diversity

Sensors tweet more, use more hashtags, and tend to use a 
greater variety of hashtag



Comparing the sensor and 
control group may help 

distinguishing between viral or 
broadcasting spreading 

Real ∆t is compared to the 
Shuffled ∆t (were times of each 

hashtag use are shuffled)

Broadcast 
∆t Real ≈ ∆t Shuffled

Viral 
∆t Real < ∆t Shuffled

or
Viral

Broadcast?
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increased
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diversity

transmission 



Why not just choose hubs (highly 
connected users)?

Yes, users with higher degree have lower (or about equal) 
infection time

But…



50,000
random
users

700,000
friends

2,000 #users

180,000
#users

Friends are more central and 
~25% of them uses hashtags

Only ~4% of users have ever 
used a hashtag

5,000,000
random

users



times less
data

more

5
times6central

to obtain
a sample

Friends vs Random
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Performance of friendsensors during 
hurricane Sandy

Y. Kryvasheyeou, H. Chen, E. Moro. P. van Henteryck and M. Cebrián 2014 
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Monitoring social BigData requires a 
different approach
•  Local analysis for global conclusions
•  Take advantage of network structure

Our friendsensors method works on Twitter
Sensors act not only as social hubs (by having more 
connections) but also as faster responders (by tweeting 
more) and as information hubs (by being involved in 
more topics).
Difference between control and sensors can be used for 
early detection

bit.ly/friendsensors!



Plenty of room for improvement! $
We just used the simplest way to choose sensors.

Friendsensors: a simple yet powerful 
method to detect information outbreaks:

Can be used in other networks: $
is based on network properties.

Can be used in highly dynamical scenarios: $
choose sensors dynamicaly.

Can be adapted for geographical filters, 
languages, interests, etc: 
choose sensors accordingly.

bit.ly/friendsensors!
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